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Report on Establishing a Specialized Court in Iraq 

for Da'esh (ISIS) Crimes 

  تشكیل محكمة مختصة بجرائم داعش في العراق

Comments & Recommendations 

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Lemkin Institute for Genocide Prevention (Lemkin Institute)
q 

The Lemkin Institute for Genocide Prevention, home of the Iraq Project, is a US-based 

non-profit organization founded and directed by genocide scholars Dr. Elisa von Joeden-Forgey 

and Irene Victoria Massimino. The purpose of the Lemkin Institute is to build capacity for 

genocide prevention in Iraq and beyond using grassroots education models that develop a shared 

language of prevention at the local, national, regional, and international levels.  

Dr. Elisa von Joeden-Forgey is an Endowed Chair and Associate Professor in the 

Holocaust and Genocide Studies Program at Keene State College, where she is building a new 

MA program in Genocide Prevention and Human Security. She has researched and published on 

atrocity prevention, gender, genocide, and colonialism throughout her career and has over ten 

years of experience in training military and government officials in genocide prevention. She 

received her BA from Columbia University and her MA and PhD from the University of 

Pennsylvania, where she studied modern German and modern African history. She is the former 
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director of the MA program in Holocaust and Genocide Studies at Stockton University, where 

she founded and directed the world’s first online credit-bearing Genocide Prevention Certificate 

Program. She is also the former First Vice President of the International Association of Genocide 

Scholars (IAGS).  

Irene Victoria Massimino is a human rights lawyer, international legal scholar, and 

professor, who served as Rapporteur of the Criminal Cassation Court of the Province of Buenos 

Aires, in Argentina. Irene works actively in the fields of internal and international conflicts, 

serious violations of human rights and international criminal law in relation to the experiences of 

Colombia, Argentina, Chile, Guatemala, Bangladesh and Iraq, focusing mainly on external 

intervention and the crime of genocide. She received her JD from the Faculty of Legal and Social 

Sciences of the National University of La Plata, in Argentina; her LLM from Robert H. 

McKinney School of Law at Indiana University, in the United States, and her MA in Human 

Rights from the School of Advanced Studies at University of London, in the United Kingdom. 

She is also the former Co-Secretary Treasurer of the International Association of Genocide 

Scholars (IAGS). Irene Massimino has vast experience working in the judiciary with cases 

regarding human rights violations, specifically related to institutional violence, police brutality, 

gender-based violence and sexual violence related crimes. Moreover, before and after working as 

a Rapporteur, she advised and worked on cases regarding human rights violations and 

international crimes.  

Since 2016, the Lemkin Institute has been working with people in Iraq and Iraqi 

Kurdistan to promote genocide prevention, restorative dialogue, peacebuilding education and 

training, as well as to offer tools for grassroots responses to conflict. In the process, we work to 

inform the world about prevention efforts inside Iraq and to help end the cycle of genocide in the 

region. 

Our approach to human security is based on the observation that true long-term human 

security grows from the grassroots and is built over time through broad-based internal social and 

cultural commitments to justice. In this context, we build links between centers of knowledge 

and act as a bridge between communities, including governmental institutions that hold 

executive, legislative and judicial powers. 
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B. Accountability for Mass Atrocities

 A core focus of our work is the issue of 

a c c o u n t a b i l i t y f o r m a s s a t r o c i t i e s . 

Accountability is an essential element in the 

holistic understanding of genocide prevention 

and is considered one of the necessary tools for 

societies riven by social, political, and 

economic violence, as well as armed conflict, 

to end impunity and begin a process of 

reconstruction. Studies show that societies that ignore mass violence in their past are three times 

more likely to experience a repeat of mass violence in the future.  A formal process of 1

accountability carried out by a judiciary plays an essential role in the reconstruction of historical 

and legal truth; it provides victims the opportunity to speak out and tell their own story, which 

are important to the individual and social healing process; it can be an opportunity for 

communities to find common ground, paving the way for positive peace. When all of this is 

taken into consideration, one can better understand why judicial accountability is central to a 

transitional justice process for post-conflict societies.  

Because of the central role which accountability plays in the prevention of the repetition 

of major crimes, the Lemkin Institute emphatically supports a transitional justice process carried 

out in Iraq. We are pleased to offer our expertise on the subject to help end the cycle of violence 

and genocide that the region has been suffering.  

For judicial processes to achieve a positive outcome, defined here as justice for victims as 

well as society overall, the process must be legal, legitimate, and in compliance with 

fundamental human rights as well as with international legislation that Iraq has ratified.   2
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II. ASSESSMENT

Our assessment of the draft law to establish a hybrid court in Iraq has identified a number 

of fundamental problems that require remedy, which will be further addressed below. In order to 

solve these problems and assist in creating a court that is transparent, successful, and legitimate, 

we provide a series of suggestions and recommendations for consideration.  

A. Constitutional Problems for the Creation of an Ad-hoc Specialized Court:

One of the fundamental problems that arises in the Republic of Iraq’s legal system with 

the prospect of a specialized (ad-hoc) court or tribunal, hybrid or otherwise, is its constitution. 

Generally, it is common to find constitutional incompatibility with the sanction of a law 

that establishes ex post facto (“after the fact”) courts. In the case of Iraq, Article 95 of the 

Constitution expressly prohibits the formation of special or extraordinary courts. Moreover, 

Article 13.1. of the Constitution establishes itself as the supreme law, requiring any law created 

by Parliament to be governed by the principles and provisions contained in it.  

Articles 95 and 13.1 may make it difficult to establish a specialized court. These articles 

respond to a fundamental principle of criminal law--the achievement of a fair trial with respect to 

the guarantees of due process—and are found in most modern constitutions. So, there are 

numerous cases in recent history of the creation of ad-hoc tribunals for international crimes 

despite possible constitutional incompatibilities.  Iraq’s situation is neither unique nor 3

insurmountable in this respect. 

Perhaps more difficult will be the issue of secular versus religious law in the 

establishment of an ad-hoc court. We are concerned to see that Article 2 of the Constitution 

establishes the Muslim religion as the fundamental source of legislation and states that no law 

may contradict the principles of this religion. The existence of such a provision may become a 

problem, not only in relation to the creation of an ad-hoc court, but also in terms of its 

functioning in regards to secular legal reasoning, secular rationality, judicial independence, and 

the legal basis for judgments. 
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 As Iraq is a multiethnic, multicultural, multinational, and multi religious country, cultural 

and religious diversity must be respected and recognized by all organs and institutions of the 

government, including the Judiciary. Respect for diversity must also determine how the 

administration of justice functions. The recognition of the superiority of a single religion by the 

government, in a country where all the citizens do not practice that religion specifically, may 

constitute a problem, for example, when it comes to the judgement of certain individuals or the 

evaluation of victims’ testimony, depending on the identity group to which each person belongs. 

 We recognize that Iraq faces a historic opportunity to prosecute international crimes 

committed by ISIS and other actors in the armed conflict. Therefore, we strongly believe that to 

overcome all these constitutional questions, the creation of an ad-hoc court must be transparent, 

legitimate, and in conformity with existing laws. Likewise, the principles governing the 

functioning of such a body must be committed to unrestricted compliance with the guarantees of 

due process, international standards of human rights, and international criminal law. 

 Consequently, what is proposed here would require a Constitutional reform, so that any 

law establishing such an ad-hoc court is not unconstitutional. We believe the obstacles mentioned 

above, as well as those that may arise, can be overcome by the creation of a legal framework for 

operation of the court which arises from a broad process of participation. 

 This legal framework will establish and enable the operation of the Court. In this way, an 

inclusive legislative process can help overcome the representation problems previously raised, 

while also helping to include broad regulations and recommendations regarding demands and 

concerns.  

 As has been stated by the International Bar Association, civil society advocates and non-

governmental organizations “also document crimes and demand accountability, and in doing so 

may include detailed recommendations regarding the structure and jurisdiction of the tribunal, in 

efforts to ensure that it incorporates basic international standards for trying international 

crimes” . Thus, it is critical to open the legislative process to civil society actors, whose input 4

may facilitate a better understanding of the nature of the crimes under investigation, for example 

in the case of gender-based crimes, particularly involving sexualized violence. Civil society 

actors can also offer academic analyses and interpretations of the international law regarding 
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such crimes, provide comparative studies of relevant international and national jurisprudence, 

evaluate the incorporation of international standards, and assess how the allowance of victims’ 

participation as a party to the trial (“civil party”) impacts the trial’s legitimacy, amongst other 

things.  

 Opening the special legislative process up for recommendations reinforces the legitimacy 

of the court, or tribunal, among various sectors of society, including victims, perpetrators, 

bystanders, NGOs, grassroots and civil society advocates, religious leaders, and others, 

contributing to the overall likelihood of success of the Court’s mandate. Moreover, transparency 

and openness to input may help increase the probability of the Court’s creation and set an 

example for the existing judicial system to increase their capacity and relationship with NGOs 

and victims’ associations. If successful, a legitimate and transparent Court will truly help achieve 

justice for the atrocity crimes committed by ISIS and its supporters; it will also contribute to the 

overall success of transitional justice processes in Iraq going forward. 

 The process of legislating for a specialized court should also be concerned with educating 

the public on the importance of strengthening the rule of law and what it would mean for long-

term peace and stability in Iraq. To that end, we emphasize that the next step must not only be a 

constitutional reform to address the problems raised by Articles 2 and 95, amongst others, but 

also efforts to strengthen the capacity of the local judiciary. Thus, the current task of setting up a 

specialized court in Iraq offers an opportunity to establish broad support for an independent and 

well-trained judiciary.  

 The jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court, and by default, that of any other ad-

hoc court established, is subsidiary or complementary. This means that jurisdiction by these 

bodies is only activated when it is not possible for a state to properly carry out justice processes 

in the national judiciary, as is the current case in Iraq. Therefore, in the short, medium, and long 

term, strengthening the rule of law can only be achieved with, (I) a constitution that represents 

the indigenous reality of Iraq, and (II) the construction of an independent judicial power that 

allows for the realization of constitutionally-established rights. In order to avoid repeating 

existing problems, or a scenario which led to the need for this specialized ad-hoc court in the first 
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place, it has become imperative for Iraq to reform its Constitution and strengthen the capacity 

and role of the judiciary.  

In conclusion, a constitutional reform is necessary to acknowledge, represent and protect 

Iraq’s own social diversity. The Constitution must be the supreme law, underscoring inclusion 

and protection of every member and group of society, and cannot contain any element of 

exclusion. A Constitution must be the fundamental law of a state and reflect the context to which 

it belongs, as the social norms governing the entire legal system and, consequently, all social 

relations will emanate from it. It must be protected by a well-trained and independent judiciary, 

equipped with the resources and capacity to guarantee timely trials and the protection of due 

process rights. 

We must stress that the foundational problems of constitutional law are not a minor issue. 

We reiterate that this is a historic opportunity Iraq must take, and that from our workspace, we 

will support with advice and monitoring of the work carried out by the specialized court to be 

established.  
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B. Recommendations for a Specialized Court Framework:

i. Objectives of Transitional Justice:

Transitional justice refers to the diverse array of social and legal processes that countries 

adopt to overcome periods of conflict and repression that are characterized by massive and/or 

systematic human rights violations that often constitute international crimes, such as genocide or 

crimes against humanity. The weight of such violations prevents the ordinary judicial system 

from providing an adequate response to the victims and society.  Therefore, any judicial process 5

of accountability, such as a tribunal or court, constitutes only one part of a holistic body of 

elements that make up the process conceptualized as ‘transitional justice’. 

There is broad consensus regarding the elements that may come together in order for a 

transitional justice process to adequately respond to serious and massive human rights violations, 

such as mass atrocities. Not all elements are present in all processes; they are not exclusive; and 

they may be developed at different stages. Generally, however, it is understood that one of the 

following elements must be present : 6

● Criminal proceedings, especially against those primarily responsible for the

most serious crimes.

● Truth commissions (non-judicial) to document and clarify human rights

violations. Diverse initiatives exist that focus not only on events, but also on their

causes and consequences as well.

● Reparations of various forms — individual, collective, material, and symbolic

— which will be further outlined below.

● Legal and institutional reforms which may affect the justice and security

sectors, including the police, the army, and intelligence services, in addition to the

aforementioned modifications to the Iraqi Constitution, for purposes of inclusion

and representation of Iraqi multiculturalism.

One cannot understate the effect that mass atrocities and systematic human rights abuses 

have on the disintegration of a society’s social fabric and on community bonds based in 

solidarity and cooperation. Likewise, such violations cause institutional weakness and fragility, 
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generating political instability, and undermining the confidence of citizens in the institutions 

obliged to protect their rights and guarantees, as well as ensure their security. Economic 

dislocation and stagnation brought about by conflict only exacerbate these problems at the social 

and institutional levels. The consequences of mass atrocity, therefore, are dire in the short, 

medium, and long term, if not addressed properly by a holistic process of transitional justice.  

For this reason, transitional justice, in its broadest conceptualization, is a necessary 

process for the individual healing of victims, the accountability of perpetrators, and the 

reconstruction of the social fabric and the economy. Part of this process requires recognition of 

people as citizens and human beings worthy of dignity, and necessarily implies identifying and 

acknowledging any human rights violations and crimes committed.  Many societies prefer to 7

ignore past human rights violations; however, such ignorance will inevitably come to destroy any 

remaining fundamental social values, and likely set the ground for repetition. 

We reiterate that the transitional justice process that Iraq is about to initiate, with the 

creation of a specialized court that will prosecute international crimes, must be carried out with 

unrestricted respect for human rights, including the broadest guarantees of due process. 

Likewise, it must be accompanied, as previously mentioned, by a series of legal changes that 

indicate the strengthening of institutions to guarantee the plurinational and multicultural 

existence of the country, as well as the security of each of its inhabitants, both individually and 

collectively. 

Taking into account the need to carry out an effective and legitimate accountability 

process, detailed below are a series of recommendations for the legal framework of the 

aforementioned court and the development of fair and restorative trials that can help to build a 

state respectful of human rights and a just and inclusive society. 
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ii. Organic Law with Rules of Procedure and Evidence. The Right to Appeal (as the 

Guarantee to a Second Criminal Hearing):  

 Generally, international and hybrid ad-hoc tribunals are created via a complete statute 

which includes a full set of rules of procedure and evidence. This type of law is usually 

understood as “organic law” because it is an institution’s or an organization’s foundational set of 

rules. If, however, the legal framework depends on laws other than criminal procedure, this must 

be duly clarified and referred to in its text.  

 In this particular case, we consider it to be of essential importance to have a legal organic 

framework, which sets out complete rules of procedure and evidence according to international 

human rights law and international criminal law. Therefore, in addition to what is mentioned 

below regarding the principle of the right to defense and participation of the victim and civil 

society in criminal trials, it is also necessary that the procedural part of the legal framework 

makes a clear and complete reference to the right to appeal as the possibility of a second 

criminal hearing where there is a “thorough analysis or examination of all the issues debated and 

analyzed in the lower court” (revision of the law and facts) .   8

 One of the most important elements of criminal procedure is the right to appeal, as it is 

understood as part of the right to effective judicial protection. 

 The guarantee of a full revision in an appellate level (art. 14.5 of the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights-ICCPR) is of great relevance in criminal law and is 

linked to the right of appeal. It is a guarantee established exclusively in favor of the accused, 

implying the impossibility of executing a conviction before a court oversees its legality. The 

Inter-American Court of Human Rights has referred to this principle as the “trial of the trial,” and 

doctrine has also understood it as such. 

 This right to a broad revision seeks to monitor and correct any error in the conviction, 

including those that are a consequence of the performance of the technical defense. International 

human rights jurisprudence considers that this complete right to recourse is a primary guarantee 

that must be respected within the framework of due legal process. 

 During the review stage of a conviction, the right to a broad revision, also referred to 

as the right to a second hearing, must be understood in such a way that the transfer through the 
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appellate court does not become illusory. Although there is general international judicial 

consensus on the extension of this guarantee, any internal law can broaden its scope, thus 

providing further protection through the right of due process and of judicial protection. 

The right and guarantee of a full revision, broadly contemplated in international 

human rights regulations, must be ordinary and effective - responding to the purpose for which it 

was conceived – allowing for transparency and protecting it from becoming sham. It must also 

be aimed at a broad and comprehensive review - not limiting the revision to legal and formal 

aspects of the decision and process -- and, in principle, unlimited.   9

In conclusion, the right to a second hearing is an exclusive guarantee of criminal 

processes and is established only in favor of the accused. Its wide application provides 

legitimacy to the judicial process, as it helps ensure the right to defense and, thus, the due 

process of law. The legal framework must clearly include a provision on the matter of an ample 

right to appeal, inspired by the vast international legal system, and must be accompanied by an 

exhaustive explanation of the appellate procedure before a court.  
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iii. Right to Defense:

A fundamental pillar of the protection of human rights is the right to due process; one of 

the primary requirements of such due process is the right to an adequate defense. In order to 

affirm that a criminal process satisfies this guarantee, it must meet the essential prerequisite of 

granting the defendant sufficient opportunity to actively participate in that process . This means 10

that due legal process is not only satisfied by compliance with formalities required by the right of 

defense. On the contrary, its usefulness - as the satisfaction of the purpose for which the 

guarantee has been contemplated - is of more importance than the aforementioned formalities. 

We note with concern that the bill in question has placed little emphasis on the right of 

defense. We therefore suggest the creation of a Special Office for the Defense, or a similarly 

situated institution, so that the participation of the accused in this process is not a mere formality, 

but rather, a realization of due legal process. 

On our part, we believe that providing legal defense to a defendant who has not chosen a 

lawyer, necessarily implies an obligation from the State to be in charge of the associated costs, 

guaranteeing that the legal assistance provided to the accused is of high quality and completely 

free of charge for him or her. Consequently, the legal assistance provided by the State, in 

compliance with the guarantee under analysis, must be independent and effective, for which the 

State must adopt all the appropriate measures.   11

The inequality of arms,  as well as any other violation of the rules of due process, 12

delegitimizes the process. Through varying experiences, courts have employed two main models 

to provide defense support structures. One is the model adopted within the majority of courts, 

placing support within offices under the court’s registry, with varying degrees of independence.  13

The other model is one adopted by the Special Tribunal for Lebanon and consists of a fully 

independent Special Office for the Defense.  14

In the context of a legal framework, we are inclined to suggest the creation of a Special 

Office for the Defense with a detailed description of its structures, duties, and functions in line 

with that for an extraordinary tribunal. Only an extensive inclusion of the right to defense can 

demonstrate a guarantee for its correct fulfillment.  Although a fully autonomous office would, 15

by its very nature, be more independent in its work, the most common model - placing support 
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within offices under a court’s registry - can still provide adequate defense if given the necessary 

tools to such an end.  

 It is critical to note that the provision for sufficient funding and a proper legal aid system 

are essential elements to fulfill the right to defense, hence ensuring the fairness of judicial 

proceedings. Although we understand the funding difficulties that may arise out of such a 

guarantee, as has been the case for other countries attempting to establish such tribunals in the 

past, a defendant’s right to legal defense when unable to afford the costs, is, itself, recognized in 

international human rights law, and constitutes part of the legal framework for all international 

criminal courts and tribunals of any kind, including the extraordinary or hybrid ones.   16

 The inclusion of legal aid within the legal framework will have numerous positive 

implications. On the one hand, it will assure a proper defense as it supports equality of arms and 

a fair trial. On the other hand, it will positively impact the credibility of a court. The lack of 

adequate funding for legal aid may in the long term be of higher cost than the actual expenses 

related to operating the legal aid system.    17

 In conclusion, an adequate defense is not only satisfied by the formality of including a 

defense lawyer over the course of the proceedings, but also by its accessibility, the possibility of 

the accused being granted sufficient opportunity to actively participate in the process against him 

or her, and the existence of proper legal aid for those individuals unable to cover the costs of 

legal counsel.  

 The gravity of the crimes committed by ISIS and other groups in Iraq - enumerated by the 

draft law - requires all necessary precautions be taken to comply with international human rights 

standards for a fair trial. This is the case not only because such standards are mandatory within 

the Iraqi legal system,  but also because these trials are a unique opportunity to unveil the truth, 18

to take a step toward reconciliation, to grant victims a formal place to speak, to provide 

reparations and, overall, to further the cause of justice and proper accountability at the local and 

national levels.   
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iv. Role of the Victim in the Process, the Civil Party :19

International criminal law has evolved since its inception at the Nuremberg and Tokyo 

trials, to give victims a different role, one that is not only as witness, but also as a party able to 

initiate and pursue a criminal process. We must remember that in the aforementioned trials, the 

victims did not even have the opportunity to give testimony, making this evolution extremely 

meaningful and timely. 

Over time, international courts have recognized victim's testimony as an important source 

of evidence, even in cases of sexual violence, which often occur in private spaces and without 

witnesses present. Consequently, the victim’s statement has become not only useful and essential 

in the context of justification (motivation for the verification of the fact and criminal 

responsibility) but also in the context of discovering facts, since it contributes to obtaining 

additional evidence that may serve to confirm (or discard) the hypothesis of the accusation.  

Currently, the victim may be both a victim and witness in a process as well as a civil 

party, that is, an actor who can initiate a criminal action. Similarly, an NGO may become a 

civil party as well, so long as they have a legitimate interest in the process. A complainant may 

work together with the prosecutor, or in some cases even alone, when the latter, for any 

circumstance, cannot or does not want to continue with the case. 

Such a role could be said to have found its roots in the actio popularis of Roman Law, 

according to which any citizen could bring before a judge those crimes of which the individual 

had knowledge. This process differs from an ordinary complainant precisely in the form of 

participation that the complainant acquires, since an ordinary complainant only reports a crime 

but does not involve her or himself in the investigation and prosecution process. While becoming 

a civil party is considered a right, becoming a regular complainant may be an obligation imposed 

by the State that aims at achieving the collaboration of citizens in crime prevention.  20

Whoever formulates the complaint informs the judge of possible criminal acts and 

expresses the intention to pursue legal action, to become part of the process, and to act together 

with the prosecution to prove the existence of a criminal act and/or the criminal responsibility of 

the accused. This means that any person who was offended by a public criminal offense or crime 

of public action  has the right to become a civil party in the process. The civil party can promote 21
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the process, offer evidence, and appeal the decisions autonomously, without depending on the 

actions decided by a Public Prosecutor's Office at the end of the investigation. 

The offense of a criminal act is currently understood in a broad way, encompassing the 

impairment of rights or collective legal interests, including human rights, consumer rights, 

environmental protection, among others. It is important to note that the complainant can also be 

constituted as the civil accuser, that is, one who makes a claim for the repair of the damages 

caused or the corresponding compensation. For this, we have also developed a section on repairs. 

Most of the world's criminal procedural codes originally prohibited victims from 

becoming civil parties, preferring impersonal justice to revenge, and maintaining a distinction 

between civil and criminal trials . The role of the victim in the trials has changed drastically 22

over time, particularly in the field of human rights violations and mass atrocities. 

Today, there is broad consensus among international jurists about the rights of victims 

and the importance of their participation in the legal process. There is also broad consensus 

around the importance of considering their interests independently from the criminal interests of 

the state, because she/he was the one directly affected by the punishable act . Many countries 23

have changed their criminal procedural codes to reflect such consensus around the participation 

of victims in the process, especially, as we already stated, in cases related to human rights or 

international crimes. 

The victim’s participation in the process as a civil party provides several benefits to the 

penal system, while he/she is given the opportunity to have a role in the process, a role that was 

once expropriated and monopolized by the state. Primary among these benefits is that the victim 

is typically the largest provider of knowledge as the process develops.  There are few cases in 24

which the victim is not an essential witness to establish the elements of the crime. Additionally, it 

is worth pointing out that a role, such as civil party, may become a form of external control by 

the state bodies which carry out the investigations and resolve the procedures . The civil party, 25

while helpful to the state, functions as a dynamic agent that may counteract the bureaucracy and 

instead focus proceedings on the most relevant issues. Their participation is directly related to the 

rational and rapid application of laws to the punishable act, and the search for what really 

happened.  The civil party is better equipped to represent his/her rights in the case, ensuring 26
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reparation for the damage suffered. As also discussed in this report, reparations for the victim are 

recognized as one of the purposes of international criminal law.   27

 Finally, and from a systemic perspective, the victim as a civil party represents the 

participation of citizens that is generally guaranteed in a constitution and encourages the 

government to act in accordance with its responsibilities.  In this sense, as a representative of 28

the affected citizens, the civil party indirectly pressures the prosecutor, as well as other state 

bodies, to advance the process in a way that vindicates the collective interest.  

 Since it is the victims who may also become a civil party, the modern trend has been to 

broaden the definition of “victim” to encompass associations that represent supra-individual and 

collective rights. The traditional definition of ‘victim’ does not take into account groups of 

victims, instead describing it as though it can only be the specific person affected by a crime. 

This definition does not reflect current social needs, however, especially when referring to 

international crimes such as genocide or crimes against humanity, where there are collective or 

diffuse rights of collective influence. This realization is why many constitutions or national laws 

have now recognized the rights of associations (for example, non-governmental organizations) to 

file complaints on behalf of those individuals whose rights they are trying to protect.  

 These rights of collective incidence are characterized by the existence of a diffuse or 

collective interest that has been defined as “that which does not belong to a specific person or a 

group united by a prior common bond or nexus, but corresponds to a sector of people who live in 

a common environment or situation…it is a good that belongs to everyone and to the group, but 

which is indivisible, so the satisfaction of interest in one of them matters to all of them.”   29

 This recognition of diffuse or collective interests, where ownership is shared by many 

citizens, reveals that effective judicial protection is unlikely under the predicates of classical or 

traditional individual litigation. Thus, it has been pointed out that “the change of focus – from 

individual history to collective history – cannot fail to be reflected in the framework of social 

relations regulated by law and, fundamentally, procedural law must provide an answer, a solution 

to problems.”   30

 Legitimation for protection of collective interests may be granted both to natural and 

legal persons, private or public social organizations - or groups - without legal personality. In this 
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regard, it is evident that intermediate organizations, such as non-governmental organizations, are 

best suited to unite and protect these diffuse interests of civil society. The Latin American region 

is at the forefront in this matter, since many of its countries have already adapted their criminal 

procedural codes to take advantage of associations participating as civil parties in certain cases. 

Among these countries are Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, El Salvador, 

Guatemala, Paraguay, and the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela.
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v. Gender Perspective in the Law& in the Judicial Process:

In order to comply with the equality requirement, it is necessary that the legal framework 

contain inclusive language, that is, that the reference to those who intervene in the process is not 

always in the masculine gender. Mass atrocity crimes (genocide, crimes against humanity, and 

war crimes) are often committed through very gendered acts which, taken together, constitute the 

high crime. International case law related to the genocide in Srebrenica  and in Rwanda , as 31 32

well as arguments put forward by the complainant (the state of The Gambia) against the state of 

Myanmar at the International Court of Justice (ICJ) , represent some of the ways in which 33

international courts are beginning to take seriously patterns of crimes that are highly gendered in 

their intent and outcome. 

Due to the nature of many of these crimes, such as sexualized violence, it is necessary to 

include a specific section establishing the need for judicial interpretation to be carried out with a 

gender perspective. It is important that such crimes not be viewed in isolation, but rather are 

placed in the context of other crimes, such as massacre, that do not involve sexual symbolism. 

Frequently high levels of sexualized crimes combined with other, more general, crimes, such as 

murder and crimes against property and cultural heritage, can together offer evidence of mass 

atrocity crimes.  

While the victims of rape and other forms of sexualized violence are primarily women 

and girls, we wish to call attention to the fact that men and boys are also frequently targeted with 

sexualized violence, especially during genocide. Apart from rape, sexualized violence during 

mass atrocity can take the form of sexualized torture, mutilation, coerced performance of sex 

acts, accusations of homosexuality, persecution of men and women as homosexuals, sexualized 

forms of humiliation, and speech acts that seek to undermine or defame gender identity.  Studies 34

have shown that men and women, boys and girls, who have been subjected to sexualized 

violence during mass atrocity crimes experience similar psychosocial, physical, and communal 

sequelae.  Because coming forward as a victim of sexualized violence can be as difficult for 35

men as for women, and in many cases even moreso, it is important that the special needs of male 

victims be considered and not subsumed beneath services offered to female victims. One way to 

do this is to avoid gender-specific language in designating services. 
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International human rights regulations assert the need for core changes in laws and the 

administration of justice. Included in these regulations is the United Nations Convention on the 

Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women.  This Convention has the objective 36

of incorporating the female half of humanity into the sphere of human rights, to paraphrase its 

text. This incorporation implies not only the reaffirmation of gender equality vis-à-vis rights and, 

consequently, respect for human dignity; but also, the incorporation of measures or action plans 

that states must carry out in order to comply with requirements established in the above 

mentioned legal instrument. It is from these normative purposes, as well as from the need to 

guarantee the obligations assumed by the state, that the concept of ‘gender perspective’ arose. 

Gender perspective implies “the process of evaluating the consequences for women and 

men of any planned activity, including laws, policies or programs, in all sectors and at all levels. 

It is a strategy designed to make the concerns and experiences of women, as well as of men, an 

integral element in the development, monitoring and implementation of policies and programs in 

all political, economic and social spheres, so that women and men benefit equally and inequality 

is prevented from perpetuation. The ultimate goal is to achieve [substantive] equality between 

the genders.”  The UN continues to affirm that “the incorporation of a gender perspective 37

integrates gender equality in the public and private organizations of a country, in central or local 

policies, and in service and sector programs. With an eye to the future, it aims to transform social 

institutions, laws, cultural norms and community practices that are discriminatory.”  38

The exhaustive analysis of global gender inequality has concluded that the androcentric 

conception of humanity left out half of humanity, that is, women. And despite existing in a 

generically unequal world, women have been incalculably relevant in each of the different 

aspects of societies throughout history. One of the purposes of the gender perspective is to 

contribute to the subjective and social construction of a new configuration based on the 

resignification of history, society, culture and politics from an inclusive perspective of women. 

This perspective also recognizes the diversity of genders and the existence of women and 

men as essential principles in the construction of a diverse and democratic humanity. It also 

suggests, however, that gender domination produces gender oppression, and both consequences 

hinder the possibility of such a democratic society. A varied and democratic humanity requires 
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that women and men (referring purely to the binary system for the sole purpose of clarifying and 

simplifying conceptually for the legal framework project) be different from who they have been, 

to be recognized in diversity and live in a truly equitable democracy.   39

 The law cannot be alien to the administration of justice. Consequently, gender perspective 

must be understood as comprehensive of both the law in general and criminal law in particular. 

Regarding a gender perspective in the legal field, it is worth highlighting the jurisprudential 

doctrine that emerged in the Scandinavian countries in the 1970s, based on the discriminatory 

construction of current law and the need for a change to include a gender perspective in judicial 

interpretation, as it would rapidly facilitate the adaptation of the legal system to empirical 

equality. This doctrinal current maintains that existing jurisprudence is masculine because it 

responds to the connection between laws of a patriarchal system and human beings - laws that 

presume those human beings are only men.  40

 Thus, it is up to the law to include all who belong to a society in its gender diversity, but 

it is up to those who are part of the justice system to make a comprehensive legal interpretation 

of this perspective. Such work must include support for victims, but also for both men and 

women within victim families and communities, since many international crimes create 

concentric circles of suffering that can take on gender dimensions. For example, in patriarchal 

systems, rape and other forms of sexualized violence during conflict can cause lasting ruptures 

within families, as these crimes are associated with social shame and humiliation, which are 

placed on the victim and the victim’s family. Efforts must be made by state and legal authorities 

to educate the population to understand that humiliation, shame and blame rest only on the 

perpetrators of such crimes. State and legal authorities must further offer family and community-

based restorative opportunities where trauma can be addressed and family bonds restored. 

Equally, children born of rape are often ostracized from communities along with their mothers 

for similar reasons. Similar interventions are needed to shift cultural understandings away from 

the self-harm of exclusion and towards restorative inclusion. Funding for victims and for social 

programming must be offered. 
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When we approach the analysis of gender perspective, particularly in criminal law, the 

different interpretations of gender equality have argued that both criminal norms and the 

application that judges make of them are endowed 

with unequal content, because normally the 

requirements surrounding its interpretation have been 

elaborated by men thinking of a certain situation or 

context also involving just men. Consequently, when 

the judge applies the norm as it has been commonly 

interpreted in the doctrine and precedents, the norm 

reproduces the requirements and contexts for which it 

has been created and from this point of view it will 

tend to discriminate against women since neither their 

gender, nor the context in which women need the 

norm, have been taken into consideration when 

preparing the requirements.  41

To conclude, the application of a gender perspective 

in the analysis of regulations and facts, pursues the 

purpose of creating a truly egalitarian and inclusive right - of the other half of the population - 

where the paradigms of androcentric societies are finally destroyed.  
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vi. Civil Society Participation, Amicus Brief:

Although we have already referred to the importance and need for the participation of 

human rights organizations as civil parties in criminal proceedings, here we will refer to the 

possibility of their participation not as a party, but via a tool known as amicus curiae, meaning 

friends of the court. 

Civil society organizations are an important element of any transitional justice process. 

Therefore, if they do not become a party to a legal proceeding, they must still have the 

opportunity to follow up and monitor what happens in criminal cases involving the above-

mentioned collective interests and rights. In this way, an accountability process becomes not only 

a tool for individual reparation for the victim(s), but also a tool for collective reparation. The 

amicus brief provides a clear example of civil society participating legally on behalf of victim/

victims and collective social interests.  

The amicus brief is a procedural document recognized by a large number of national and 

international courts, which consists of a way for third parties to provide arguments and opinions 

before a court, while remaining outside the process. It may also be used as a tool by the judge/s 

for purposes of clarifying substantial criteria and providing standards for the resolution of the 

judicial dispute. The amicus brief allows third parties to offer opinions of importance, 

contributing to the solution of a case submitted to judicial review, justifying their interest in its 

final resolution, but not requesting a specific outcome.  42

It should be noted that this type of intervention helps improve the level of transparency in 

judicial processes, raises the level of discussion, and opens debate on the issue in dispute, 

especially in those cases where the public interest is compromised or where there is social 

significance that overcomes the particularities of the specific case.   43

Regarding the importance of this type of presentation, it has been said that “[...] The 

possibility of founding judicial decisions on publicly weighted arguments constitutes a 

supplementary factor of legitimacy for the actions of the Judicial Power. The presentation of the 

amicus curiae therefore aims to specify a double function: a) to provide the court [examining a 

case] arguments or opinions that can serve as elements of judgment for the court to make an 

enlightened decision in this regard; and b) publicize the arguments used in a matter of general 
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interest decided by the judiciary, clearly identifying the position of the interested groups, and 

submitting to general consideration the reasons that the court will have in view when adopting 

and founding its decision.”   44

The institution of the amicus curiae dates back to ancient times, with antecedents already 

in Roman Law, and gradually became incorporated into the judicial practice of Anglo-Saxon 

tradition since the 9th century. Nowadays, the institution has become of common use at the 

international level, and is widely applied and recognized by different international instruments 

and organizations. 

In conclusion, the amicus brief is a qualified procedural subject and tool which intervenes 

in a process expressing a point of view on the controversial matter of a case. The opinions 

provided by the amicus curiae are not binding on a judge. That said, in complex cases or those 

where the protection of fundamental rights or public interest are at stake, judges may favor such 

a tactic as it provides him or her with greater elements of judgement with which to form a 

conviction more quickly.  45

Accepting amicus briefs as a common practice included in the legal framework will not 

only help the court produce better reasoning for its decisions but will also help in building a 

positive perception of legitimacy and transparency in its functioning. We reiterate that a judicial 

process as important as the one Iraq will face requires incorporation of the greatest number of 

elements, participants, and actors for it to succeed, and, thus, to have a positive effect on the 

overall path to reconciliation.  
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vii. Care Unit and Reparation Fund for Victims:

As we mentioned previously, accountability processes for human rights violations and 

international crimes should not only aim at punishing those responsible, but also should serve as 

an element for the reconstruction of the historical (legal) truth, for the recognition of victims, and 

for their healing process. In this sense, we reiterate that the victim is of essential importance in 

these procedures; thus, we consider it necessary to establish a special care unit for victims and a 

conducive reparation fund. 

A victims’ care unit must be designed to provide victims with the necessary assistance 

and protection during the judicial process, holistic care including psychological support for their 

proper reintegration into social life, and a comprehensive reparation system, all aimed at building 

peace and reconciliation. Victims must be an integral part of the process to the point of becoming 

a civil party if she/he so wishes, as we have already stated.  

Although victims in criminal trials are always individuals, in situations of mass atrocity it 

is imperative that the concept of ‘victim’ to be serviced by a special care unit be broadened to 

include the families and communities impacted by individual victimization. Nowhere is this 

more important than in cases of sexualized violence, which cause, as we have noted, deep harm 

to the social fabric of society, which can work against victim healing, future prospects, and social 

reintegration.  

The legal framework must make an explicit and complete inclusion of a victims’ care 

unit, with a detailed description of its organization, purposes, and way of functioning, as the 

protection and assistance of the victims are essential for the success of these trials. Special care 

must be placed on the language of this care, in consultation with victims’ rights groups. While 

‘victim’ is the term of art in criminal law, and signifies the existence of the crime committed, 

victim groups may prefer other nomenclature, such as a ‘survivors’ care unit. We reiterate that it 

is important to consult with civil society organizations throughout this process. 

Regarding reparation initiatives, they attempt to address the damage caused by human 

rights violations and international crimes. They can be compensatory measures for losses 

suffered, and thus help to overcome some of the consequences of the abuses. They can also be 
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future-oriented, providing rehabilitation and a better life for victims, as well as helping to change 

the underlying causes of violations and crimes. 

Reparations publicly proclaim that victims have rights, including the right to 

compensation. There are multiple ways to design remediation initiatives. These include 

individual or collective compensation; guarantees of non-repetition; social services such as 

health, mental health and/or education; and symbolic measures such as a formal apology, public 

commemoration, and/or the construction of sites of memory.   46

A clear example of a reparation fund is the one created in the context of the Colombian 

Peace Process. The fund is in charge of receiving and administering assets to be allocated by the 

integral reparation processes for victims of the armed conflict, according to the decisions made 

in the Colombian Justice and Peace Processes of Transitional Justice framework. In other words, 

the fund receives, administers, and monetizes the different property and resources that are 

returned by individuals or illegal armed groups; resources from the General Budget of the 

Nation; donations in money or any other kind; national or foreign currency, and new sources of 

financing.  47

The victims, their recognition as such, and their reparation must be central to the legal 

framework as part of a larger process of reconciliation and transitional justice. Therefore, as this 

law cannot only aim at holding trials to punish perpetrators, it must properly address the issue of 

reparations.  
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 

As stated throughout this document, the creation of a specialized court in Iraq is a historic 

opportunity. However, we understand that this creation must be done within the framework of a 

transitional justice process that implies economic, social and political changes, especially with 

regard to the protection of minorities, the recognition of a gender framework, and the 

strengthening of the rule of law. 

That is why we hope that the legal framework for a new court is not an end in itself, but 

rather the beginning of a long and holistic process of reparation and reconciliation carried out by 

Iraqis themselves, with legitimacy and the greatest possible participation of the different 

members of civil society and of each of the minorities that make up the multicultural, 

plurinational and multireligious diversity and identity of the country. 
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General Recommendations if Iraq decides to start a Comprehensive Process of 

Reconciliation and Peacebuilding: 

● Constitutional reform for strengthening the rule of law and for the equitable protection

of all national, religious and ethnic groups in Iraq;

● Legal reforms for the strengthening of legislative, judicial, and executive institutions,

including the security and military forces;

● Creation of the specialized court within the context of a long-term transitional justice

project, and with the widest participation of those who represent the previously

mentioned social groups.

Special Recommendations for the Specialized Ad-hoc Court Law Framework: 

● Although the legal framework is for the creation and functioning of a specialized court, it

needs to be drafted in a way that contains specific provisions for a broader process of

transitional justice;

● International human rights and international criminal law norms and standards

must be taken into consideration throughout all of its provisions;

● The framework law must be an exhaustive statute including complete rules of evidence

and procedure with clear specifications to the right to appeal encompassing the broadly

recognized principle of a second hearing or a full and broad appellate revision;

● The right to defense should be fully and exhaustively included with specific and

complete provisions for legal aid;

● The victims, but also civil society members representing collective rights and interests,

should be given the possibility to act as civil parties;

● A gender perspective needs to be in the language of the framework law and also

mentioned as part of the overall functioning, procedures, and rulings of the court;

● As previously mentioned, civil society members and national, ethnic, and religious

groups not only must be a part of the drafting of the framework law, but also should be

allowed to actively participate in trials through amicus brief presentations;
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● A victims’ care unit must be an important part of the law and should be designed to 

provide necessary assistance and protection to victims and their families and 

communities during the judicial process, accompanied by the creation of a reparation 

fund.  
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